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Wave energy contains a lot of potential. Literature research pointed out Salter’s Duck to be one of the most efficient concepts
for wave energy harvesting. In this present report a review of the Salter’s Duck concept has been performed, and a generator
suitable for implementation in the duck has been studied. Material options has been discussed, a physical prototype of the generator
– a flux switching alternator – was constructed and experimental results were tested against MATLAB simulations. Experimental
and theoretical results seemed to coincide within the prevailing uncertainties. The report concludes that implementation of a flux
switching alternator in the Salter’s Duck seems feasible, but further research must be conducted.

Index Terms—Flux Switching Alternator, Salter’s Duck, Simulation, Feasibility.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Historical overview

W ave power is a renewable form of energy that utilizes a
wave‘s mechanical effect on the surface, and converts

this to a useful form of energy. The energy stored in a
wave is a sum of potential and kinetic energy due to the
height displacement and continuous propagation of the wave,
respectively. The first recorded attempt to capture the energy
from ocean waves was in France in 1799, and up to this day,
there has been countless attempts, some more promising than
others. The first “modern” research started in the 1940‘s with
Yoshio Masuda‘s articulated raft, where the idea was to use
the energy from angular motion of the joints [5].

As a direct consequence of the oil crisis in 1973, where
OPEC proclaimed oil embargo’s and the price of oil sky-
rocketed, a Nordic cooperation was initiated between Norway,
Sweden and Denmark. The main idea was that Norway should
focus on wave energy, while Sweden and Denmark should
focus on wind power and bio power respectively [10]. Almost
the entire coast of Norway is suited for wave power, with an
energy potential of about 30 kW/m. With a coast line of around
200 km, 7 TWh of electricity could potentially be collected
in under a year [10]. The research in Norway led to many
promising results, where among Kjell Budal and Johannes
Falnes’ research at the Norwegian University of Science and
Technology, with their floating point absorber [10], stands out.
Across the North Sea, where the energy potential is even
greater [10], Steven Salter at the University of Edinburgh
also became a pioneer in the field of wave power. He led
the research of one of the most promising concepts, called
”Salter’s Duck” [11]. When the team at Edinburgh lost much
of their funding, the research came to a halt and the duck never
really became a commercial hit in the wave power community.
Nevertheless, its promising design and potential functioned to
set the world’s wave energy wheels in motion.

Considering the large energy potential in waves and the
countless work hours and money invested into them; why is
wave power generation still not a widely employed commercial
technology? And; is this currently about to change? There are a
few examples of commercialization attempts, but most of them
have been discontinued for various reasons. The Aguçadoura
Wave Farm on the shores of Portugal was the world’s first
large scale wave farm, and had an installed capacity of 2.25
MW. The plant opened in October 2007 but shut down in 2009
due to investor problems. The project’s new owners now have
plans for further expansion of the project to include up to 26
machines with an installed capacity of over 20 MW. [12]

In Scotland, the second-generation Oyster 800 project at
Orkney commenced testing in June 2012, and produced its
first electrical power to the grid the same month. The Oyster
800 measures 26 meters across its width and has a operating
capacity of 800 kW. Located on shallow waters at depths of
around 13 meters, the Oyster itself works just like the name
suggests, and utilizes this motion to produce its electricity
by pumping high pressure water to an onshore hydro-electric
turbine. [13]

All though the waves on the ocean surface contains massive
amounts of energy, machines that operate these waves often
have a very low efficiency. Unlike e.g. water power plants, the
motion of the waves cannot be directly utilized in a common
rotational generator without loss due to conversion. Some
scientists, like Salter, claim high efficiency of their devices,
but has not yet put to life a working model that delivers
electricity to the grid. What it all comes down to is large
money investments into wave energy research. If we look at
what has been achieved in the oil and gas industry during the
last 30 years, anything should be seen as possible. We are now
drilling at depths said to be impossible to reach a few years
ago. We are placing large remotely operated processing plants
deep underwater, and we can detect gas leakage in wells far
below the sea bed. What if the same amount of money was
invested into renewable wave energy?

This report will look into the potential of combining
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Salters’s Duck with a new form of power generating device;
a flux switching alternator. Flux switching has many applica-
tions, and is among other things used in door locks. In the
present article we seek to implement it with an alternator. A
flux switching alternator is a device generating an alternating
voltage based on rapid switching of magnetic flux through dif-
ferent magnetic circuits. To test the feasibility of the alternator,
a prototype has been made and tested against a theoretically
simulated model. One of the biggest challenges to wave power
mining is cost, and finding suitable materials. Enabling both
cheap production and sufficient durability is a crucial part of
the design process.

B. The Edinburgh wave power project

Invented by Steven Salter in 1974, “The Duck” is a, slack-
moored, floating wave energy converter (WEC) and falls under
the class known as “terminators”. The original operational
system consists of several ducks pitching relative to a com-
mon spine or hydraulic cylinder. These kinds of WEC‘s are
characterized by the fact that they are aligned perpendicular
to the predominant wave direction, and thus destroys, or
“terminates”, the wave as it approaches. For the original duck,
the pitching motion would pump water or other types of fluids
at high pressure through the hollow spine. At the end, the fluid
would pass through a Pelton turbine, creating electricity fed
onshore via underwater cables.

Fig. 1. Sketch of ”The Duck” based on Steven Salter’s original design. Waves
coming in from the left gives the duck a pitching motion that can be utilized
in power generation.

Wave experiments in “ideal” conditions conducted in 1975
[1] showed that it was possible to capture over 90 % of the
wave’s energy into movement of the test model when

0.16 <
r

λ
< 0.2 (1)

in which r is the back radius of the vessel and λ is the
current wavelength. Further, the team was able to calculate
the incident energy (R) scattered from a submerged surface
(s),

R =

∫
(vn − un)2ds

∫
u2nds (2)

and the overall absorption efficiency

η = (1 −Rmin) · 1(
−4πd

λ
) (3)

where vn is the body velocity and un the unperturbed fluid
velocity perpendicular to the ocean surface.

This effectiveness is what makes the duck superior to
other types of WEC’s, though further testing in realistic wave
conditions did show a drop in efficiency to around 50 %.
Furthermore, the duck had to be shut down in rough sea, and
the energy output in calm sea was poor.

Initially, this method of producing electricity was estimated
to cost around $1 pr kWh, which was by far the most
expensive way of creating electrical power at the time. As
the research went further, the efficiency got better, even in
different sea states, and soon the production cost was almost
down to that of nuclear power. To reach this extreme level
of efficiency, the developers was aiming to achieve ”complex
conjugate control”. The basics behind this is to have a small
absorber/terminator, (such as the duck), that has a natural
frequency higher than the power-rich frequency components of
a typical wave spectrum, (Fig. 3) and then force this system
into a state of resonance by controlling the power take off
(PTO) force. Shortly explained, the PTO is the part of the
WEC that transforms the relative motion into electricity. In the
original duck, the PTO was controlled by the use of gyroscopes
and flywheels. A single duck was calculated to be capable of
generating around 6 megawatts (MW) of electricity—enough
to power around 4,000 homes. As the development of the duck
continued, the PTO designs continued to evolve, giving birth to
a whole new generation of high-pressure oil hydraulic systems
implemented in the WEC‘s, and this principle is still widely
used today.

II. CONCEPT

The goal of this project was to propose a device capable
of capturing wave energy, supplying electrical power to

the grid. A design based on the duck was chosen due to
its promised high efficiency. The energy in the wave (7) is
converted into both potential and kinetic energy in the duck,
but harvesting this energy has proved difficult. To harvest
energy from the duck, a concept was designed containing a
pitch-plate and a series of flux switching alternators. As shown
in Fig. 2 the pitch-plate would, following the duck’s motion,
pitch back and forth on a curved surface endowed with flux
switching alternators. This will in theory enable capturing of
large amounts of the incoming wave energy. The motion of the
plate, relative to the duck, will directly transfer the pitching
motion of the duck as a whole to electrical energy. Potential
energy is stored as the the plate is elevated, and then converted
into kinetic energy again as the plate strikes back in pitching
motion. To test if this solution was at all practical, a more in
depth look at the flux switching alternator and its operating
perimeters was initiated.

A. The energy in a sea-state

The real life sea state is chaotic, and the term irregular
sea state is used to describe it. Waves propagating in a
single direction has a surface elevation that simplified can be
described by (4),
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Fig. 2. New concept for the duck. The pitching plate would, following the
ducks motion, pitch back and forth on a curved surface consisting of flux
switching alternators.

ζ(x, t) =

N∑
n=1

ζAn cos(ωnt− knx+ εn) (4)

where ζAn is the amplitude of the wave, ωn is the frequency,
kn is the wave number and εn is the phase of the wave.

The energy is connected to each linear wave component.
Since ρ, the fluid density, and g, the gravitational acceleration,
are given constants, 0.5ζ2An may be used as a measure of the
energy content of a wave component. The total energy in a
sea state, can then be described by a sum of N linear wave
components, shown in (5).

E

ρg
=

N∑
n=1

1

2
ζ2An(ωn) (5)

The area within a small frequency interval ∆ω is pro-
portional to the energy of all wave components within this
interval. We can then describe the energy spectrum for the
surface elevation ζ(t), by S(ω), (6).

1

2
ζ2An = S(ωn)∆ω (6)
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Fig. 3. A typical JONSWAP spectra (Joint North Sea Wave Atmosphere
Program) is an empirical relationship that defines the distribution of energy
with frequency within the ocean

When N goes to infinity, and ∆ω goes toward zero, the total
energy will be given by:

E

ρg
=

1

2
ζ2An =

∫ ∞
0

S(ω)dω (7)

In real life, multiple waves, and multiple components will
propagate with an angle relative to each other, adding to
the overall chaotic motion. The waves may be of different
amplitude, frequency and phase, but the average energy stored
per square area of sea surface

E = ρgζ2 = ρg

∫ ∞
0

S(ω)dω (8)

can be associated with the wave [2]. The integrand S(ω) is
the wave spectrum, i.e the JONSWAP spectrum in Fig. 3.
This stored energy is, as previously mentioned, the sum of
potential and kinetic energy. For the WEC to be effective, it
needs to utilize both these two modes of motion by the control
of respectively vertical and horizontal movements. In order for
the WEC to absorb this energy to its fullness, it has to oscillate
with a higher frequency than the incoming waves. The device
has to be driven into a state of resonance, where the velocity of
the oscillator is in phase with the force of the incoming wave,
resulting in a substantial transfer of energy from the wave to
the oscillator [2]. J. Falnes proposed that a good wave absorber
must be a good wave maker [2]. To absorb all the energy it is
essential that the WEC creates a wave that is in counter-phase
with the incoming wave, and thus ”terminates” the wave. A
good measure of efficiency is to look at the wave leaving at
the rear of the device. A good WEC will absorb the full effect
of the wave leaving only slack water behind.

For periodic waves, there is always an optimum phase and
amplitude for the oscillation, but the WEC needs optimum
oscillation at all sea states in order to capture all the energy.
Since these states change randomly, the natural frequency
of the device has to be controlled based on properties of
the incoming wave. The natural frequency of a body can be
altered by control of the damping. There are several methods
for PTO control, like Salter‘s method, but they all need
the correct damping in order to be efficient. Controlling the
PTO means controlling the damping and hence the natural
frequency. In this case, where the duck is implemented with
the flux switching alternators, the oscillation of the device,
who’s natural frequency might be higher than the incoming
waves, could be controlled based on the latching principle.
This relatively easy control method first proposed by Budal
and Falnes, reviewed in [4], involves stalling the motion of the
device at the outer limits of its movement, and then release
it when the wave force is at it’s maximum and in the right
phase. In the new duck concept (Fig. 2), several alternators
are mounted below the heavy pitching plate. By controlling
when power is extracted from each of these alternators, one
can possibly control the movement of the device and hence
control the oscillating properties, forcing the system into a
state of resonance; an optimum state.
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B. Theoretical predictions of the alternator’s power produc-
tion

Turning to the alternator itself, one should ask whether or
not this device has the potential to become effective enough
to be sought implemented in such a concept as the Salter’s
Duck. The alternator is based on rapid magnetic flux switching
between two magnetic circuits, from now on referred to as
loops. See Fig. 4 for details. The flux through the coil around
the outer loop will vary dramatically as the top moves toward
and away from the body of the alternator, inducing a potential
difference in the coil. As the top connects to the body, the
bigger loop closes, and due to the constant gap in the lower
part of the smaller loop (see Fig. 4), the flux will more or less
entirely go through the outer loop. In the opposite case, when
the top plate is disconnected from the body, the flux through
the outer loop diminishes.

To calculate the effect of the flux switching alternator itself,
one should start by estimating the flux flow through the coil.
The total flux through the coil, denoted φC , will be a sum of
the flux φPM of the permanent magnet and the flux φL due
to the self inductance in the coil, such that

φC = φPM + φL (9)
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Fig. 4. The schematics show the magnetic circuit used for calculating the
magnetic flux φPM through the system due to the permanent magnet, when
the coil is not present.RG andRM shows the permanent magnetic reluctances
of the air gap and magnet, respectively, and R1(x) and R2(x) give the
reluctances due to the variable air gap between the top and the body, as
indicated.

1) Calculating φPM

Fig. 4 shows the magnetic circuit used for estimating the
magnetic fluxes through the system, with magnetic reluctances
modeled as showed. The resulting magnetic flux φPM through
the coil and φG over the gap, all due to the permanent magnet,
will be given by

φPM = φM
RTOT

RTOT (x) +RG
(10)

and

φG = φM
RG

RTOT (x) +RG
, (11)

where φM is the flux set up by the magnet, RTOT (x) =
R1(x) +R2(x) is the total variable resistance in the coil loop
and RG is the resistance over the gap. The magnetic reluctance
Ri is given as

Ri =
li

µlAi
, (12)

where li is the gap size, µl is the magnetic permittivity of the
gap and Ai is the cross section of the magnetic conductor.

2) Calculating φL
Figure 5 shows the schematics when the self inductance L

of the coil is taken into play. By conservation of flux and by
using NI = RφL it is found that

φL =
NI

RTOT (x) +RG
, (13)

where RTOT (x) is the total resistance due to the varying air
gaps, N is the number of turns in the coil and I is the (time
varying) current flowing in the coil.
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Fig. 5. The figure shows the schematics used for modelling the system with
the distance-dependent self inductance L(x)

Exploiting the relation NφL = LI , the inductance L is
given by

L =
N2

R(x) +RG
(14)

and thus found to be a function of distance x. Be reminded
that x denotes the distance of the top from the body; i.e. the
gap sizes that reduces or enhances the variable resistances
RTOT (x) and thus switches the magnetic flux to and from
the bigger loop. Knowing the gap distances as a function of
time, ∂tL(x) can be calculated.

3) The integrated system
Now turning to the integrated system as a whole, as viewed

in Fig. 6, use of Kirchoff’s voltage law gives

dI

dt
= − N

L(x)
(∂tφPM + (RLD +RC + v∂xL)I) (15)

where dL
dt = v · dL

dx has been used, and RLD and RC is the
resistance due to the load and in the coil, respectively. This is a
1. order ODE that can be solved for I(t), since all other entities
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Fig. 6. The figure shows the schematics of the overall integrated system.

are known, including the velocity v(t), here being modeled by
sinusoidal motion.

To solve (15) with MATLAB, a 4. Order Runge Kutta
method was implemented and used. The code is appended in
appendix 1.

Now having the current I(t), the voltage is found as V (t) =
RLDI(t), and the power output as P (t) = RLD · I(t)2. Fig. 7
shows the current, voltage and power generated as a function
of time, with data as indicated, and with body-top separation
given by x(t) = 0.05 sin(2π 58

69 · t).
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Fig. 7. The figure shows the Power P (t), voltage V (t) and current I(t)
produced when x(t) = 0.05 · sin(2π 58

69
· t) and with N=1600.

Figures 8 and 9 show the voltage outputs when the gap
between the top and the body was varying sinusoidally around
a constant gap of 3mm.

C. Experimental Results

A physical prototype was built, and the theoretical calcu-
lations checked against it. Due to mechanical elasticity in
the system, however, the system was endowed with large
mechanical impulses, and it proved difficult to generate any
voltage distinguishable from the noise and by such detect
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Fig. 8. The figure shows the theoretically modeled output without load, N =
1600 and body-top distance given as x(t) = 0.003 + 0.0002 · sin(10π · t).
In this case there is naturally no current running and thus no power output.
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Fig. 9. The figure shows the theoretically modeled output with load, N =
1600 and body-top distance given as x(t) = 0.003 + 0.0002 · sin(10π · t).

the shape of the voltage curve. To maneuver around this,
periodic motion around a constant gap of 3 mm was tried.
I.e; motion such that the top never touched the body of
the generator. Figures 10 and 11 show the results with and
without load, respectively, and with body-top separation given
by x(t) = 0.003 + 0.0002 · sin(10π · t).

D. Comparison of Theory and Experiment

Comparing the theoretically predicted voltage production
for a constant gap of 3 mm, shown in figures 9 and 8 with the
corresponding experimental findings, shown in figures 10 and
11, the same order of magnitude is found. The uncertainty of
the experimental setup was quite significant, and the deviation
between theoretical predictions and experimental results is
thought to be easily accounted for by such. I.e; the prototype
was substantially deviating from the model described in the
MATLAB simulation. To level the top facing part of the body,
for instance, a conducting plate allowing for eddy currents was
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Fig. 10. The figure shows the voltage produced without load, N=1600 and
x(t) = 0.003 + 0.0002 · sin(10π · t).

Fig. 11. The figure shows the voltage produced with load, N=1600 and
x(t) = 0.003 + 0.0002 · sin(10π · t).

inserted. Also, when endowing the system with an engine’s
forced periodic motion (simulating the pitching motion in a
Salter’s Duck), the rigidness of the coil relative to the body
and the body relative to the top, proved to be far too poor.
No accurate error estimates were performed, since, with such
errors it seemed futile without first improving on the prototype
– a task for which time did not allow.

E. Discussion and further suggestions

To estimate the power output of the concept, the original
set up with no constant gap between the top and the body was
used. Fig. 7 shows an optimized power output for a load of
6Ω, seen to be significant. The concept is constantly impacted
by strong mechanical momentum. This requires strength from
the system’s side. Also, since the strong impulses will cause
abrupt movements, the current flow easily becomes large,
which in turn leads to great power losses Ploss = R · I2. Non
of these issues seem to be crucial, however, due to the way

the generator is thought implemented in the Salter’s Duck,
which, as described, involves pitching movement and also
great moment of inertia.

F. Materials

To choose the right material is essential for the the short
term and long term success of a project. If the wrong materials
for a given environment is chosen, one will face troubles
in terms of corrosion and decreased lifetime expectancy [6].
There are several factors that will affect the material selec-
tion. (Fig. 12). To name a few, price (both investment and
maintenance costs), environment, life expectancy, availability
of the materials, corrosion and wear resistance, maintenance
opportunities, the relationship between weight and strength
and alternative materials [8] are among the more decisive
factors.

 

Material  Price Corrosion 
resistance 

Wear 
resistance 

Weight  Strength

Carbon 
steel 

Low  Low Low High High 

Stainless 
steel 

Moderate  High Moderate Moderate  Moderate

Cu/Ni‐ 
alloys 

High  High Moderate Moderate  High 

Titanium  Very high  Very high High High High 

GRP  High  Very high Moderate Low High 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 12. Short overview of materials and important properties [9].

In the current project, price, weight and corrosion resistance
are the main factors one has to take into consideration in
the material selection process. It is desired for the materials
to be light as well as corrosion resistant. At the same time,
however, it is crucial for the materials in the alternators to be
magnetic. Relating to previous work done on the duck,and
applying personal experience, the conclusion drawn is that
there must be two main types of materials: One for the capsule
and one for the plate together with the rest of the inside. The
inside will typically contain a lot of steel, while the capsule
will be made of a composite or a polymer. The material
chosen for the capsule might also be a good candidate for
the insulating material needed in the implementation of the
alternators. For the steel inside, corrosion related problems will
not be so occurent, as the capsule is meant to keep the sea
water outside, isolating the more corrosive steel parts. In this
respect, it is essential that the capsule is sufficiently isolated.
If not, corrosion related problems will increase dramatically
over time and eventually be fatal for the construction. Just as
light weight is a desired property for much of the material to
ensure that the intended size is obtainable, the right amount of
ballast is just as crucial to achieve effective energy harvesting
from the created motion. The weight of the plate in relative
movement to the rest of the duck is of particular interest here,
accompanied by any eventual additional mass functioning as
ballast. Also, the parts should have a certain hardness and
wear resistance, as the system will contain parts exerting large
mechanical forces on each other.
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Since the inside of the capsule should be a type of strong
steel, titanium is a natural candidate. Being a type of super
material [9], titanium has the best strength/ weight relationship
and excellent corrosion resistance, being used, as it is, in
extreme conditions. However, titanium is one of the most
expensive candidates on the market. Considering the quanta
needed and the actual strength requirements, a second choice
like stainless steel (SS) seems to do well enough. In offshore
industry SS is one of the most frequently used materials.
Because of the alloy elements these materials have a better
corrosion resistance than common carbon steel (CS), and are
therefore more recommended [6]. SS’s like 25 % Cr Super
Duplex Stainless Steel (SDSS) is one of the alloys that may
be used in seawater (up to 20 ◦C). Imposing the requirement
that the steel be magnetic, candidates like austenitic stainless
steels (AISI 316L) can be excluded. Comparing SS with
regular CS, SS goes with the higher prize, and it is also more
ductile than CS [8]. This means that if SS is used in this
concept, a hard coating has to be added to cope with the
mechanical forces in the system. This coat will add to the
investment costs, and perhaps also to the later maintenance
costs. Comparing weights, SS is the lighter alternative of the
two. Another material competing with SS in offshore use is
copper/nickel alloys, among which the 90/10 CuNi alloy is the
most frequently used one. These alloys withstand corrosion at
higher operation temperatures (up to 30 − 40 ◦C), and they
have good strength and ductility. Because of these properties,
Cu/Ni alloys (especially 90/10) are seen as an equally good
alternative in offshore use as SS. However, 90/10 CuNi is
more expensive than stainless steel. [9]. All in all CS seems
to be the most feasible material to use as main constituent of
the duck’s interior. Since the capsule will isolate the inside
from the outside, no sea water will penetrate, decreasing
the risk of corrosion substantially enough for CS to be a
justifiable choice. In addition, the expenses for coating are
thus escaped, and the overall material cost greatly reduced.
Regarding ballast, CS is, as mentioned, heavy and therefore a
good candidate.

For the coating, Glass/Fiber Reinforced Plastic (GRP/FRP)
seems like the natural choice. The usage of GRP/FRP to
prevent corrosion in seawater has increased over the past years
[9]. GRP is a non metallic material and will not create galvanic
corrosion when connected to the carbon steel on the inside
of the capsule. GRP is a light, strong, cheap and easy-to-
shape material. An alternative material is lexan, an amorphous
engineering thermoplast. This material is also non metallic and
will not suffer corrosion. It is also weather ability [8].

III. CONCLUSION

The Salter’s Duck is a device promising to extract much
of the mechanical energy stored in a wave; up to 90%

under optimal conditions and as much as 50 % under more
regular conditions. The Salter’s Duck, therefore, was found to
be a solid candidate for implementation of the flux switching
alternator. The flux switching alternator was investigated by
MATLAB modeling (App. A), and physical prototype con-
struction, and as far as the scope of this project was concerned,

the alternator was found to have potential. However, further
investigation by more accurate model construction should be
conducted in order to decide upon the practical value and
constraints of the concept. So far, therefore, scaling up the
dimensions and implementing the alternator in the optimized
Salter’s Duck concept seems like an interesting candidate for
wave energy mining.

For further investigation, however, an in depth going analy-
sis of the practical issues around implementing the alternator
in the Salter’s Duck is crucial. For even if the two concepts
themselves seem promising on their own, the cutting edge in
this context is how they perform together.
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APPENDIX A
MATLAB CODE

The matlab script used in the numerical solution of equation (15):

%%% EiT−p r o c j e c t %%%
%Tr y i ng t o s o l v e t h e f l u x−e q u a t i o n A( t ) I +B( t ) d I / d t +C( t ) = 0 ; d e r i v e d i n t h e
%EiT p r o j e c t
c l e a r a l l ;
d t = 0 . 0 1 ;
t =0 : d t : 3 0 ;

%D e f i n i n g c o n s t a n t s :
mu=1; %Approx . m a g n e t i c p e r m e a t i v i t y ( ? ) o f a i r and p l a s t i c
N=1000; %Number o f l o o p s i n c o i l
A 1 = 0 . 0 0 2 3 ; %Cross s e c t i o n a r e a between magnet ” r o o f ” and t o p p l a t e
A 2 = 0 . 0 0 0 5 ; %Cross s e c t i o n a r e a o f v a r i a b l e gap between t o p p l a t e and c o i l
A 3 = 0 . 0 0 0 5 ; %Cross s e c t i o n a r e a o f o f c o n s t a n t a i r gap i n s m a l l c i r c u i t
l g = 0 . 0 0 2 ; %C o n s t a n t l e n g t h o f 1mm a c c r o s s t h e a i r gap i n s m a l l c i r c u i t
R l =300; %R load
R c =10; %R c o i l
R g= l g / ( mu∗A 3 ) ; %R gap
w=1; %f r e q u e n c y of o s c i l l a t i o n
phi m = 4∗1 . 2∗0 . 0 2∗0 . 0 4 ; %Magnet ic f l u x from permanen t magnets ( r i g h t nubmers ? ? ? )
x 0 = 0 . 0 0 5 ; %maximum d e v i a t i o n o f t o p p l a t e from body

%D e f i n i n g f u n c t i o n s :
x=x 0∗ s i n (w∗ t ) ;
v=x 0∗w∗ cos (w∗ t ) ; %v e c t o r o f v−v a l u e s
R t o t = abs ( x . ∗ ( 1 / A 1 +1/ A 2 ) / mu ) ; %V a r i a b l e r e s i s t a n c e
dR to t = ( ( 1 / A 1 +1/ A 2 ) / mu ) . ∗ v ;
L=N . / ( R t o t +R g ) ;
dL=−(N . / ( R t o t +R g ) . ˆ 2 ) . ∗ dR to t ;
dPhi pm=−(phi m . ∗R g . / ( R t o t +R g ) . ˆ 2 ) . ∗ dR to t ;
I = z e r o s ( 1 , l e n g t h ( t ) ) ;

f o r i = 1 : 1 : l e n g t h ( t )−1
k1=−d t ∗ ( ( ( R l+R c+v ( i )∗ dL ( i ) ) ∗ I ( i )+N∗dPhi pm ( i ) ) / L ( i ) ) ;
k2=−d t ∗ ( ( ( R l+R c +( v ( i )+ d t / 2 ) ∗ ( dL ( i )+ d t / 2 ) ) ∗ ( I ( i )+ k1 / 2 ) +N∗dPhi pm ( i )+ d t / 2 )
/ ( L ( i )+ d t / 2 ) ) ;
k3=−d t ∗ ( ( ( R l+R c +( v ( i )+ d t / 2 ) ∗ ( dL ( i )+ d t / 2 ) ) ∗ ( I ( i )+ k2 / 2 ) +N∗dPhi pm ( i )+ d t / 2 )
/ ( L ( i )+ d t / 2 ) ) ;
k4=−d t ∗ ( ( ( R l+R c +( v ( i )+ d t ) ∗ ( dL ( i )+ d t ) ) ∗ ( I ( i )+ k3 )+N∗dPhi pm ( i )+ d t ) / ( L ( i )+ d t ) ) ;
I ( i +1)= I ( i )+ k1 /6+ k2 /3+ k3 /3+ k4 / 6 ;

end

%C a l c u l a t i n g t h e v o l t a g e V and t h e power o u t p u t P :
V= I ∗R l ;
P= I . ˆ 2 ;

ho ld on ;
p l o t ( t , I , ’ r ’ ) ;
p l o t ( t , V, ’ b lue ’ ) ;
t i t l e ( ’ C u r r e n t I ( t ) and V o l t a g e V( t ) ’ ) ;
f i g u r e ;

%P l o t t i n g t h e power :
p l o t ( t , R l∗ I . ˆ 2 , ’ green ’ ) ;
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